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(54) COLOR IMAGING ELEMENT

(57) Color filters of the same color are arranged on
four vertically and horizontally adjacent photoelectric
conversion elements, and one microlens L is arranged
for the four photoelectric conversion elements provided
with the color filters of the same color. Assuming that the
color filters of the same color arranged for the four pho-
toelectric conversion elements that receive object light

passed through the microlens L are a unit block, a color
filter array includes a basic array pattern P1 (pattern in-
dicated by a thick frame) formed by a square array pattern
corresponding to 333 blocks, and the basic array pattern
P1 is repeatedly arranged in the horizontal direction and
the vertical direction.
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Description

{Technical Field}

[0001] The present invention relates to a color imaging
element, and particularly, to a color imaging element that
can suppress generation of color moire and increase res-
olution.

{Background Art}

[0002] An output image of a single-plate color imaging
element is a RAW image (mosaic image). Therefore, a
multi-channel image is obtained by a process of interpo-
lating (demosaicing process) a pixel of a missing color
from a surrounding pixel.
[0003] The demosaicing process is a process of cal-
culating all color information of each pixel from a mosaic
image corresponding to a color filter array of the single-
plate color imaging element and is also called synchro-
nization processing. For example, in a case of an imaging
element including color filters of three RGB colors, the
color information of all of RGB is calculated in the process
for each pixel from the mosaic image made of RGB.
[0004] In this case, there is a problem in reproduction
characteristics of a highfrequency image signal. Com-
pared to a black and white imaging element, aliasing eas-
ily occurs in an image taken by a color imaging element,
and it is important to expand a reproduction band to in-
crease resolution while suppressing generation of color
moire (false color).
[0005] A primary-color Bayer array as a color array
most widely used in the single-plate color imaging ele-
ment includes green (G) pixels arranged in a check pat-
tern and red (R) and blue (B) arranged line-sequentially.
Therefore, G signals have a problem of reproduction ac-
curacy in generation of high frequency signals in oblique
directions, and R and B signals have a problem of repro-
duction accuracy in generation of high frequency signals
in horizontal and vertical directions.
[0006] A black and white vertical-striped pattern (high
frequency image) as shown in (A) portion of Figure 21
enters an imaging element in a Bayer array shown in (B)
portion of Figure 21, and the pattern is sorted into Bayer
color arrays to compare the colors. As shown in (C) to
(E) portions of Figure 21, R forms a light and flat color
image, B forms a dark and flat color image, and G forms
a light and dark mosaic color image. Although there is
no density difference (level difference) between RGB
with respect to the original black and white image, the
image is colored depending on the color array and the
input frequency.
[0007] Similarly, a black and white oblique high fre-
quency image as shown in (A) portion of Figure 22 enters
an imaging element in a Bayer array shown in (B) portion
of Figure 22, and the image is sorted into Bayer color
arrays to compare the colors. As shown in (C) to (E) por-
tions of Figure 22, R and B form light and flat color images,

while G forms a dark and flat color image. Assuming that
the value of black is 0 and the value of white is 255, the
black and white oblique high frequency image turns
green, because only G is 255.
[0008] In this way, the oblique high frequency image
cannot be correctly reproduced in the Bayer array.
[0009] In the imaging apparatus using the single-plate
color imaging element, an optical low-pass filter formed
by an anisotropic substance such as crystal is generally
arranged on the front side of the color imaging element
to prevent optically reducing the high frequency wave.
However, although the coloring caused by folding of the
high frequency signal can be reduced in the method,
there is a problem that the resolution is reduced accord-
ingly.
[0010] To solve the problem, a color imaging element
is proposed, wherein a color filter array of the color im-
aging element is a three-color random array satisfying
array restrictions in which an arbitrary target pixel is ad-
jacent to three colors including the color of the target pixel
on four sides of the target pixel (PTL 1).
[0011] An image sensor of a color filter array is also
proposed, wherein the image sensor includes a plurality
of filters with different spectral sensitivity, and first and
second filters among the plurality of filters are alternately
arranged in a first predetermined period in one of the
diagonal directions of a pixel grid of the image sensor
and are alternately arranged in a second predetermined
period in the other diagonal direction (PTL 2).
[0012] A color array is further proposed, wherein in a
color solid-state imaging element of three primary colors
of RGB, sets of three pixels including horizontally ar-
ranged R, G, and B are arranged in a zigzag manner in
the vertical direction to make appearance frequencies of
RGB equal and to cause arbitrary lines (horizontal, ver-
tical, and oblique lines) on an imaging plane to pass
through all colors (PTL 3).
[0013] Furthermore, a color imaging element is also
proposed, wherein R and B among the three primary
colors of RGB are arranged every three pixels in hori-
zontal and vertical directions, and G is arranged between
R and B (PTL 4).
[0014] An imaging element is also proposed, wherein
two G pixels are lined up in each of the horizontal direction
and the vertical direction to arrange four pixels, and one
on-chip lens is provided for the four pixel group (PTL 5).

{Citation List}

{Patent Literature}

[0015]

{PTL1}
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No.
2000-308080
{PTL 2}
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No.
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Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No.
11-285012
{PTL 4}
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No.
8-23543
{PTL 5}
Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No.
2011-29379

{Summary of Invention}

{Technical Problem}

[0016] In the color imaging element described in PTL
1, the filter arrays are random, and each random pattern
needs to be optimized in a demosaicing process in a later
stage. There is a problem that the demosaicing process
is cumbersome. Although the random arrays are effective
for color moire in a low frequency wave, the random ar-
rays are not effective for a false color at a high frequency
section.
[0017] In the image sensor described in PTL 2, the G
pixels (luminance pixels) are arranged in a check pattern.
Therefore, there is a problem that the pixel reproduction
accuracy in a limit resolution area (particularly in oblique
directions) is not excellent.
[0018] The color solid-state imaging element de-
scribed in PTL 3 includes filters of all colors on arbitrary
lines and has an advantage that the generation of false
color can be suppressed. However, the proportions of
the numbers of pixels of RGB are equal, and there is a
problem that the high frequency reproducibility is lower
than that in a Bayer array. In the Bayer array, the pro-
portion of the number of pixels of G that most contributes
to obtaining luminance signals is twice the proportions
of the numbers of pixels of R and B.
[0019] Meanwhile, in the color imaging element de-
scribed in PTL 4, the proportion of the number of pixels
of G with respect to the numbers of pixels of R and B is
greater than that in the Bayer array, but there are lines
with only G pixels in the horizontal or vertical direction.
Therefore, the color imaging element is not effective for
the false color at a high frequency section in the horizontal
or vertical direction.
[0020] In the imaging element described in PTL 4, four
lined up G pixels and a set of diagonally arranged two B
pixels and two R pixels are alternately lined up. There-
fore, the imaging element is not effective in suppressing
the generation of the false color.
[0021] The present invention has been made in view
of the circumstances, and an object of the present inven-
tion is to provide a color imaging element that can sup-
press the generation of false color and increase the res-
olution and that can simplify the process of a later stage
compared to the conventional random array.

{Solution to Problem}

[0022] To attain the object, a color imaging element
according to an aspect of the present invention is a single-
plate color imaging element including color filters in a
specific color filter array, which includes first filters cor-
responding to a first color with one or more colors and
second filters corresponding to a second color with two
or more colors with contribution ratios for obtaining lumi-
nance signals lower than the first color, on a plurality of
pixels formed by photoelectric conversion elements,
wherein color filters of the same color are arranged on a
predetermined number of vertically and horizontally ad-
jacent photoelectric conversion elements, the color filter
array includes a plurality of unit blocks, each unit block
including the color filters arranged on the predetermined
number of vertically and horizontally adjacent photoelec-
tric conversion elements, the color filter array includes a
basic array pattern including the unit blocks arranged in
a square grid shape, the basic array pattern is repeatedly
arranged in a horizontal direction and a vertical direction,
one or more first filters are arranged in each line in the
horizontal, vertical, upper right, and lower right directions
of the color filter array, one or more second filters corre-
sponding to each color of the second color are arranged
in each line in the horizontal and vertical directions of the
color filter array, and a proportion of the number of pixels
of the first color corresponding to the first filters is greater
than a proportion of the number of pixels of each color
of the second color corresponding to the second filters.
[0023] According to the color imaging element of the
aspect of the present invention, the color filters of a pre-
determined color among the first filters corresponding to
a first color with one or more colors and the second filters
corresponding to a second color with two or more colors
with the contribution ratios for obtaining the luminance
signals lower than the first color are arranged on the pre-
determined number of vertically and horizontally adja-
cent photoelectric conversion elements, the color filter
array includes the basic array pattern including the plu-
rality of unit blocks arranged in the square grid shape,
each unit block including the color filters arranged on the
predetermined number of vertically and horizontally ad-
jacent photoelectric conversion elements, and the basic
array pattern is repeatedly arranged in the horizontal di-
rection and the vertical direction.
[0024] As a result, a process can be executed accord-
ing to the repeated pattern in a demosaicing process in
a later stage, and processing in the later stage can be
simplified compared to the conventional random array.
[0025] Since one or more first color filters are arranged
in each line in the horizontal, vertical, upper right, and
lower right directions of the color filter array, the repro-
duction accuracy of the demosaicing process in a high
frequency area can be improved. Furthermore, one or
more second filters are arranged in each line in the hor-
izontal and vertical directions of the color filter array in
the basic array pattern. This can suppress the generation
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of color moire (false color) to increase the resolution.
[0026] The proportion of the number of pixels of the
first color corresponding to the first filters and the propor-
tion of the number of pixels of each color of the second
color corresponding to the second filters are different,
and particularly, the proportion of the number of pixels
of the first color with the contribution ratio for obtaining
the luminance signal is greater than the proportion of the
number of pixels of each color of the second color cor-
responding to the second filters. Therefore, aliasing can
be suppressed, and high frequency reproducibility can
be improved.
[0027] A color imaging element according to an aspect
of the present invention is a single-plate color imaging
element including color filters in a specific color filter ar-
ray, which includes first filters corresponding to a first
color with one or more colors and second filters corre-
sponding to a second color with two or more colors with
contribution ratios for obtaining luminance signals lower
than the first color, on a plurality of pixels formed by pho-
toelectric conversion elements arranged in a diagonal
grid shape with centers of adjacent elements shifted at
a 1/2 pixel pitch in a horizontal direction and a vertical
direction, wherein color filters of the same color are ar-
ranged on a predetermined number of photoelectric con-
version elements adjacent in upper right and lower right
directions, the color filter array includes a plurality of unit
blocks, each unit block including the color filters arranged
on the predetermined number of photoelectric conver-
sion elements adjacent in the upper right and lower right
directions, the color filter array includes a basic array
pattern including the unit blocks arranged in a diagonal
grid shape, the basic array pattern is repeatedly arranged
in the upper right and lower right directions, one or more
first filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal,
vertical, upper right, and lower right directions of the color
filter array, one or more unit blocks provided with the
second filters corresponding to each color of the second
color are arranged in each line in the upper right and
lower right directions of the color filter array, and a pro-
portion of the number of pixels of the first color corre-
sponding to the first filters is greater than a proportion of
the number of pixels of each color of the second color
corresponding to the second filters.
[0028] According to the color imaging element of the
aspect of the present invention, the color filters of the
predetermined color among the first filters corresponding
to a first color with one or more colors and the second
filters corresponding to a second color with two or more
colors with the contribution ratios for obtaining the lumi-
nance signals lower than the first color are arranged on
the predetermined number of photoelectric conversion
elements adjacent in the upper right and lower right di-
rections among the photoelectric conversion elements
arranged in the diagonal grid shape with the centers of
the adjacent elements shifted at a 1/2 pixel pitch in the
horizontal direction and the vertical direction, the color
filter array includes the basic array pattern including the

plurality of unit blocks arranged in the diagonal grid
shape, each unit block including the color filters arranged
on the predetermined number of photoelectric conver-
sion elements adjacent in the upper right and lower right
directions, and the basic array pattern is repeatedly ar-
ranged in the upper right and lower right directions.
[0029] As a result, the process can be executed ac-
cording to the repeated pattern in the demosaicing proc-
ess in the later stage, and processing in the later stage
can be simplified compared to the conventional random
array.
[0030] Since one or more first filters are arranged in
each line in the horizontal, vertical, upper right, and lower
right directions of the color filter array, the reproduction
accuracy of the demosaicing process in a high frequency
area can be improved. Furthermore, one or more second
filters are arranged in each line in the upper right and
lower right directions of the color filter array in the basic
array pattern. This can suppress the generation of color
moire (false color) to increase the resolution.
[0031] The proportion of the number of pixels of the
first color corresponding to the first filters and the propor-
tion of the number of pixels of each color of the second
color corresponding to the second filters are different,
and particularly, the proportion of the number of pixels
of the first color with a high contribution ratio for obtaining
the luminance signal is greater than the proportion of the
number of pixels of each color of the second color cor-
responding to the second filters. Therefore, aliasing can
be suppressed, and high frequency reproducibility can
be improved.
[0032] In the color imaging element according to an-
other aspect of the present invention, it is desirable that
the predetermined number of photoelectric conversion
elements include 434 pixels or 939 pixels.
[0033] In the color imaging element according to an-
other aspect of the present invention, it is desirable that
the color filter array in the basic array pattern is point-
symmetric with respect to the center of the basic array
pattern.
[0034] This can reduce the circuit size of a processing
circuit in the later stage.
[0035] In the color imaging element according to an-
other aspect of the present invention, it is desirable that
the basic array pattern is a unit block of N3N (N: integer
4 or more and 8 or less).
[0036] In the color imaging element according to an-
other aspect of the present invention, it is desirable that
the basic array pattern is a unit block of 636.
[0037] In the color imaging element according to an-
other aspect of the present invention, it is desirable that
in the color filter array, the unit blocks provided with the
first filters are arranged at a center and four corners in
333 unit blocks. As a result, the first filters can be ar-
ranged in each line in the horizontal, vertical, upper right,
and lower right directions of the color filter array.
[0038] It is desirable that the color imaging element
according to another aspect of the present invention in-
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cludes pupil division means arranged above the photo-
electric conversion elements, wherein light incident on
the pupil division means is pupil-divided and guided to
light receiving surfaces of the predetermined number of
photoelectric conversion elements. As a result, a number
of different image data that is the same number as the
predetermined number can be acquired.
[0039] In the color imaging element according to an-
other aspect of the present invention, it is preferable that
the first color is green (G), and the second color is red
(R) and blue (B).
[0040] In the color imaging element according to an-
other aspect of the present invention, it is desirable that
the basic array pattern is a square array pattern corre-
sponding to a unit block of 636, and the color filter array
includes first arrays and second arrays alternately ar-
ranged in the horizontal direction and the vertical direc-
tion, the first array corresponding to 333 unit blocks, the
first array including unit blocks of G filters arranged at a
center and four corners, the first array including unit
blocks of B filters arranged above and below across the
G filter at the center, the first array including unit blocks
of R filters arranged on the left and right, the second array
corresponding to 333 unit blocks, the second array in-
cluding unit blocks of G filters arranged at a center and
four corners, the second array including unit blocks of R
filters arranged above and below across the G filter at
the center, the second array including unit blocks of B
filters arranged on the left and right. The present invention
also includes an imaging apparatus including the color
imaging element.

{Advantageous Effects of Invention}

[0041] According to the present invention, the gener-
ation of the false color can be suppressed, the resolution
can be increased, and the processing in the later stage
can be simplified compared to the conventional random
array.

{Brief Description of Drawings}

[0042]

{Figure 1} Figure 1 is a diagram showing a first em-
bodiment of a single-plate color imaging element ac-
cording to the present invention.
{Figure 2} Figure 2 is a diagram showing a configu-
ration example of light receiving surfaces of the color
imaging element according to a first embodiment.
{Figure 3} Figure 3 is a diagram showing a state in
which a basic array pattern of 636 pixels included
in a color filter array of the color imaging element of
the first embodiment is divided into A arrays and B
arrays of 333 pixels and arranged, the diagram also
showing a method of determining a correlation di-
rection from pixel values of G pixels of 232 pixels
included in the color filter array.

{Figure 4} Figure 4 is a block diagram of an imaging
apparatus using the color imaging element of the
first embodiment.
{Figure 5} Figure 5 is a diagram used to explain gen-
eration of parallax images.
{Figure 6} Figure 6 is a diagram showing a color filter
array of a color imaging element according to a first
modified example of the first embodiment.
{Figure 7} Figure 7 is a diagram showing a configu-
ration example of light receiving surfaces of the color
imaging element according to the first modified ex-
ample of the first embodiment.
{Figure 8} Figure 8 is a diagram showing a color filter
array of a color imaging element according to a sec-
ond modified example of the first embodiment.
{Figure 9} Figure 9 is a diagram showing a configu-
ration example of the light receiving surfaces of the
color imaging element according to the second mod-
ified example of the first embodiment.
{Figure 10} Figure 10 is a diagram showing a con-
figuration example of light receiving surfaces of a
color imaging element according to a third modified
example of the first embodiment.
{Figure 11} Figure 11 is a diagram showing a second
embodiment of the single-plate color imaging ele-
ment according to the present invention.
{Figure 12} Figure 12 is a diagram showing a third
embodiment of the single-plate color imaging ele-
ment according to the present invention.
{Figure 13} Figure 13 is a diagram showing a fourth
embodiment of the single-plate color imaging ele-
ment according to the present invention.
{Figure 14} Figure 14 is a diagram showing a fifth
embodiment of the single-plate color imaging ele-
ment according to the present invention.
{Figure 15} Figure 15 is a diagram showing a sixth
embodiment of the single-plate color imaging ele-
ment according to the present invention.
{Figure 16} Figure 16 is a diagram showing a seventh
embodiment of the single-plate color imaging ele-
ment according to the present invention.
{Figure 17} Figure 17 is a diagram showing an eighth
embodiment of the single-plate color imaging ele-
ment according to the present invention.
{Figure 18} Figure 18 is a graph showing spectral
sensitivity characteristics of a light receiving element
provided with an R filter (red filter), a G1 filter (first
green filter), a G2 filter (a second green filter), and
a B filter (blue filter).
{Figure 19} Figure 19 is a graph showing spectral
sensitivity characteristics of a light receiving element
provided with an R filter, a G filter, a B filter, and a
W filter (transparent filter).
{Figure 20} Figure 20 is a graph showing spectral
sensitivity characteristics of a light receiving element
provided with an R filter, a G filter, a B filter, and an
emerald filter E (E filter).
{Figure 21} Figure 21 is a diagram used to explain a
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problem of a color imaging element with color filters
in a conventional Bayer array.
{Figure 22} Figure 22 is another diagram used to
explain a problem of a color imaging element with
color filters in a conventional Bayer array.

{Description of Embodiments}

[0043] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of a color
imaging element according to the present invention will
be described in detail with reference to the attached draw-
ings.

<First Embodiment>

[Imaging Device]

[0044] Figure 1 is a diagram showing a first embodi-
ment of a single-plate color imaging element according
to the present invention. Figure 1 particularly shows a
color filter array of color filters arranged on the color im-
aging element.
[0045] This color imaging element 1 includes: a plural-
ity of pixels (not shown) formed by photoelectric conver-
sion elements (for example, photodiodes) arranged in
horizontal and vertical directions (two-dimensional ar-
rangement); and color filters in a color filter array shown
in Figure 1 arranged on light receiving surfaces of the
pixels. One of the color filters of three primary colors of
red (R), green (G), and blue (B) is arranged on each pixel.
[0046] The color imaging element is not limited to a
CCD (Charge Coupledl) evice) color imaging element
and may be another type of imaging element such as a
CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor)
imaging element.
[0047] As shown in Figure 1, color filters of the same
color are arranged for four vertically and horizontally ad-
jacent photoelectric conversion elements. As shown in
Figure 2, one microlens L is arranged for the four photo-
electric conversion elements provided with the color fil-
ters of the same color. The microlens L collects the light
flux on the light receiving surfaces of the four photoelec-
tric conversion elements, and light with the light flux lim-
ited in different directions (pupil-divided light) is incident
on the four photoelectric conversion elements. More spe-
cifically, the color imaging element 1 can acquire image
data from four viewpoints.
[0048] According to the color imaging element 1, a 2D
image and a 3D image can be generated based on output
signals output from the four photoelectric conversion el-
ements that receive the light which is pupil-divided by the
microlens L. A generation method of the 2D image and
the 3D image will be described later.

[Features of Color Filter Array]

[0049] The color filter array of the color imaging ele-
ment of the first embodiment has the following features

(1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6). Hereinafter, the color filters
of the same color arranged for the four photoelectric con-
version elements that receive the object light passed
through one microlens L will be described as a unit block.

{Feature (1)}

[0050] The color filter array shown in Figure 1 includes
a basic array pattern PI (pattern indicated by a thick
frame) formed by a square array pattern corresponding
to 636 blocks, and the basic array pattern PI is repeatedly
arranged in the horizontal and vertical directions. There-
fore, the color filter array includes filters of R, G, and B
colors (R filters, G filters, and B filters) arranged in a cycle.
[0051] In this way, the R filters, the G filters, and the B
filters are arranged in a cycle. Therefore, a demosaicing
process and the like of R, G, and B signals read out from
the color imaging element can be processed according
to the repeated pattern.
[0052] When a thinning-out process is executed based
on the basic array pattern PI to reduce the image, the
color filter array of the reduced image after the thinning-
out process can be the same as the color filter array be-
fore the thinning-out process. Therefore, a common
processing circuit can be used.

{Feature (2)}

[0053] In the color filter array shown in Figure 1, the
one or more G filters corresponding to the color (color of
G in the embodiment) that most contributes to obtaining
luminance signals are arranged in each line in the hori-
zontal, vertical, and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the
color filter array. Reference character NE designates an
upper right direction, and reference character NW des-
ignates a lower right direction. For example, in a case of
an array of square pixels, the upper right and lower right
directions are directions of 45° from the horizontal direc-
tion. In a case of an array of rectangular pixels, the upper
right and lower right directions are directions of the diag-
onal lines of the rectangle, and the angles may vary de-
pending on the lengths of the long side and the short side.
[0054] The G filters corresponding to the luminance
pixels are arranged in each line in the horizontal, vertical,
and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the color filter array.
Therefore, the reproduction accuracy of the demosaicing
process in a high frequency area can be improved re-
gardless of the direction of the high frequency wave.

{Feature (3)}

[0055] In the basic array pattern P1 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 1, the numbers of pixels of the R
pixels, the G pixels, and the B pixels corresponding to
the R, G, and B filters in the basic array pattern P1 are
32 pixels (4 pixels 3 8 blocks), 80 pixels (4 pixels 3 20
blocks), and 32 pixels (4 pixels 3 8 blocks), respectively.
Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of pixels of the RGB
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pixels is 2:5:2, and the proportion of the number of G
pixels that most contribute to obtaining the luminance
signals is greater than the proportions of the numbers of
R and B pixels of other colors.
[0056] The proportion of the number of G pixels and
the proportions of the numbers of R and B pixels are
different, and particularly, the proportion of the number
of G pixels that most contribute to obtaining the lumi-
nance signals is greater than the proportions of the num-
bers of R and B pixels. Therefore, aliasing in the demo-
saicing processing can be suppressed, and high frequen-
cy reproducibility can be improved.

{Feature (4)}

[0057] In the color filter array shown in Figure 1, one
or more R and B filters corresponding to two or more
colors other than the color of G (colors of R and B in the
embodiment) are arranged in each line in the horizontal
and vertical directions of the color filter array in the basic
array pattern PI.
[0058] The R and B filters are arranged in each line in
the horizontal and vertical directions of the color filter
array. Therefore, the generation of color moire (false
color) can be suppressed. As a result, it is possible not
to arrange an optical low-pass filter for suppressing the
generation of false color on an optical path from a plane
of incident to an imaging plane of the optical system.
Even if the optical low-pass filter is applied, a filter with
less effect of cutting high frequency components for pre-
venting the generation of false color can be applied, and
a loss of resolution can be prevented.
[0059] Figure 3 shows a state in which the basic array
pattern PI shown in Figure 1 is divided into four sets of
333 blocks.
[0060] As shown in Figure 3, the basic array pattern
PI can be perceived as a pattern including A arrays of
333 blocks surrounded by a frame of solid lines and B
arrays of 333 blocks surrounded by a frame of broken
lines alternately arranged in the horizontal and vertical
directions.
[0061] Each of the A and B arrays includes G filters as
luminance pixels arranged on blocks at four corners and
a center. In other words, the G filters are arranged on
both diagonals. In the A array, the R filters are arranged
in the horizontal direction, and the B filters are arranged
in the vertical direction, across the G filter at the center.
Meanwhile, in the B array, the B filters are arranged in
the horizontal direction, and the R filters are arranged in
the vertical direction, across the G filter at the center.
Therefore, although the positional relationship between
the R and B filters is opposite in the A and B arrays, the
rest of the arrangement is the same.
[0062] The A and B arrays are alternately arranged in
the horizontal and vertical directions as shown in Figure
3, and the G filters at four corners of the A and B arrays
form G filters of square arrays corresponding to 232
blocks.

[0063] The G filters as luminance pixels are arranged
on the blocks at the four corners and the center in 333
blocks in the A and B arrays, that is, on two diagonals,
and the 333 blocks are alternately arranged in the hor-
izontal and vertical directions to form the G filters in the
square arrays corresponding to 232 pixels. The arrays
satisfy the features (1), (2), and (3), as well as a feature
(5) described below.

{Feature (5)}

[0064] The color filter array shown in Figure 1 includes
square arrays corresponding to 2x2 blocks of G filters.
[0065] As shown in Figure 4, 232 blocks of G filters
are extracted to calculate difference absolute values of
the pixel values of the G pixels in the horizontal direction,
difference absolute values of the pixel values of the G
pixels in the vertical direction, and difference absolute
values of the pixel values of the G pixels in the oblique
directions (upper right oblique and upper left oblique di-
rections). In this way, it can be determined that there is
a correlation in the direction with a small difference ab-
solute value among the horizontal, vertical, and oblique
directions.
[0066] Therefore, according to the color filter array, in-
formation of the G pixels at minimum pixel intervals can
be used to determine the direction with a high correlation
among the horizontal, vertical, and oblique directions.
The direction determination result can be used for a proc-
ess of interpolation (demosaicing processing) based on
surrounding pixels.
[0067] When the pixels of the A or B array of 333 blocks
are the target pixels of the demosaicing process, and
535 blocks (local area of mosaic image) are extracted
around the A or B array, there are G pixels of 232 blocks
at four corners of the 535 blocks. The pixel values of the
G pixels of 232 blocks can be used to accurately deter-
mine the correlation direction of four directions using the
information of the G pixels at minimum pixel intervals.

{Feature (6)}

[0068] The basic array pattern P1 of the color filter ar-
ray shown in Figure 1 is point-symmetric. More specifi-
cally, the basic array pattern P1 is point-symmetric with
respect to the center of the basic array pattern P1. The
A and B arrays in the basic array pattern P1 are also
point-symmetric with respect to the G filter at the center.
Furthermore, the A and B arrays in the basic array pattern
P1 are line symmetric with respect to the line in the hor-
izontal or vertical direction through the centers of the A
and B arrays.
[0069] The symmetry can reduce and simplify the cir-
cuit size of a processing circuit in a later stage.
[0070] In the basic array pattern PI shown by a thick
frame as shown in Figure 1, color filter arrays of first and
third lines among first to sixth lines in the horizontal di-
rection include GBGGRG, a color filter array of the sec-
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ond line includes RGRBGB, color filter arrays of the fourth
and sixth lines include GRGGBG, and a color filter array
of the fifth line includes BGBRGR.
[0071] In Figure 1, assuming that a basic array pattern
obtained by shifting the basic array pattern PI by one
block both in the horizontal and vertical directions is PI’
and a basic array pattern obtained by shifting the basic
array pattern PI by two blocks both in the horizontal and
vertical directions is PI", the color filter array is the same
even if the basic array patterns PI’ and PI" are repeatedly
arranged in the horizontal and vertical directions.
[0072] Therefore, there are a plurality of basic array
patterns that can form the color filter array shown in Fig-
ure 1 by repeatedly arranging the basic array pattern in
the horizontal and vertical directions.
[0073] In the first embodiment, the basic array pattern
P in which the basic array pattern is point-symmetric is
called a basic array pattern for convenience.
[0074] Although there are also a plurality of basic array
patterns for each of the color filter arrays in the other
embodiments described below, the representative one
will be called a basic array pattern of the color filter array.

[Imaging Apparatus]

[0075] Figure 4 is a block diagram showing an embod-
iment of an imaging apparatus 10 according to the
present invention.
[0076] The imaging apparatus 10 is provided with the
color imaging element (imaging device) 1 shown in Fig-
ure 1 and can take a 2D image and a 3D image. A central
processing unit (CPU) 40 comprehensively controls the
operation of the entire apparatus.
[0077] The imaging apparatus 10 includes an opera-
tion unit 38, such as a shutter button, a mode dial, a
replay button, a MENU/OK key, arrow keys, and a BACK
key. A signal from the operation unit 38 is input to the
CPU 40. The CPU 40 controls circuits of the imaging
apparatus 10 based on the input signal and performs, for
example, lens drive control, aperture drive control, imag-
ing operation control, image processing control, record-
ing/replay control of image data, and display control of a
liquid crystal monitor 30 for three-dimensional display.
[0078] The shutter button is an operation button for in-
putting an instruction for starting imaging and is provided
with two-stage stroke switches including an S1 switch
turned on when half-pressed and an S2 switch turned on
when full-pressed. The mode dial is selection means for
selecting a 2D imaging mode, a 3D imaging mode, an
auto imaging mode, a manual imaging mode, a scene
position of a person, a landscape, or a night scene, a
macro mode, and a movie mode, as well as a parallax
priority imaging mode according to the present invention.
[0079] The replay button is a button for switching to a
replay mode for displaying still images or moving images
of a plurality of taken and recorded parallax images (3D
images) and plane images (2D images) on the liquid crys-
tal monitor 30. The MENU/OK key is an operation key

having a function of a menu button for commanding to
display a menu on the screen of the liquid crystal monitor
30 and a function of an OK button for commanding to
confirm and execute the selected content. The arrow
keys are an operation unit for inputting instructions of
four vertical and horizontal directions, and the arrow keys
function as buttons (cursor movement operation means)
for selecting an item from the menu screen or for instruct-
ing to select various setting items from each menu. Up
and down keys of the arrow keys function as zoom switch-
es in the imaging or as replay zoom switches in the relay
mode, and left and right keys function as frame advance
(forward direction/opposite direction advance) buttons in
the replay mode. The BACK key is used to delete a de-
sired target of a selected item or the like, to cancel the
instructed content, or to restore the previous operation
state.
[0080] In the imaging mode, an image of image light
indicating the object is formed on the light receiving sur-
faces of the color imaging element 1 through a single
imaging optical system (zoom lens) 12 and an aperture
14. The imaging optical system 12 is driven by a lens
drive unit 36 controlled by the CPU 40, and focus control,
zoom control, and the like are performed. The aperture
14 includes, for example, five aperture blades. An aper-
ture drive unit 34 controlled by the CPU 40 drives the
aperture 14, and for example, the aperture 14 is control-
led in six stages from aperture value F1.4 to F11 on an
AV to AV basis.
[0081] The CPU 40 controls the aperture 14 through
the aperture drive unit 34 and performs control of electric
charge accumulation time (shutter speed) in the color
imaging element 1 through a device control unit 32, read-
ing control of an image signal from the color imaging el-
ement 1, and the like.
[0082] The signal charge accumulated in the color im-
aging element 1 is read as a voltage signal corresponding
to the signal charge based on a read signal added from
the device control unit 32. The voltage signal read from
the color imaging element 1 is added to an analog signal
processing unit 18, and the R, G, and B signals of the
pixels are sampled and held here. The signal is amplified
by a gain (equivalent to ISO sensitivity) designated from
the CPU 40 and then added to an A/D converter 20.
[0083] The A/D converter 20 converts the sequentially
input R, G, and B signals to digital R, G, and B signals
and output the signals to an image input controller 22.
[0084] A digital signal processing unit 24 applies signal
processing to the digital image signals input through the
image input controller 22, such as an offset process, a
gain control process including white balance correction
and sensitivity correction, a gamma correction process,
a demosaicing process, a YC process, and sharpness
correction.
[0085] In Figure 4, reference numeral 46 designates a
ROM (EEPROM) storing a camera control program, de-
fect information of the color imaging element 1, various
parameters and tables used for image processing and
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the like, an aperture priority program diagram, a shutter
speed priority program diagram, and a program diagram
(normal program diagram) for alternately or concurrently
changing the aperture and the shutter speed according
to the brightness of the object, as well as a parallax priority
program diagram and the like.
[0086] The parallax priority program diagram is de-
signed, for example, to set an F value to a constant value
of 5.6 (AV = 5) and to change only the shutter speed from
1/60 seconds (TV = 6) to 1/2000 (TV =11) according to
an imaging EV value when the imaging EV value is from
11 to 16. When the imaging EV value is smaller (darker)
than 11, the parallax priority program diagram is de-
signed to change the ISO sensitivity from 100 to 200,
400, 800, 1600, and 3200 every time the imaging EV
value is reduced by 1 EV, while the F value = 5.6 and the
shutter speed = 1/60 seconds are fixed. The parallax pri-
ority program diagram is not limited to this. Since the
parallax of the parallax images from four viewpoints ob-
tained from the color imaging element 1 changes accord-
ing to the size of the aperture opening, the aperture open-
ing may be controlled to avoid the aperture opening from
becoming smaller than a certain aperture opening in the
3D imaging mode.
[0087] The digital signal processing unit 24 executes
image processing according to one of the 2D imaging
mode and the 3D imaging mode and executes image
processing according to the object and imaging condi-
tions. Details of the image processing in the digital signal
processing unit 24 will be described later.
[0088] When the 2D imaging mode is selected, 2D im-
age data processed by the digital signal processing unit
24 is output to a VRAM 50. On the other hand, when the
3D imaging mode is selected, 3D image data processed
by the digital signal processing unit 24 is output to the
VRAM 50. The VRAM 50 includes an A area and a B
area, each storing image data indicating an image of one
frame. In the VRAM 50, the image data indicating an
image of one frame is alternately rewritten in the A area
and the B area. Of the A area and the B area of the VRAM
50, the written image data is read from the area other
than the area in which the image data is rewritten. A video
encoder 28 encodes the image data read from the VRAM
50, and the image data is output to the liquid crystal mon-
itor 30 for three-dimensional display arranged on the
back side of the camera. In this way, a 2D/3D object
image (live view image) is displayed on the display screen
of the liquid crystal monitor 30.
[0089] The liquid crystal monitor 30 is three-dimen-
sional display means that can display a stereoscopic im-
age (left viewpoint image and right viewpoint image) as
a directional image with directivity, through a parallax bar-
rier. The liquid crystal monitor 30 is not limited to this,
and a lenticular lens may be used, or the left viewpoint
image and the right viewpoint image may be individually
viewed by wearing special glasses, such as polarization
glasses and liquid crystal shutter glasses.
[0090] When there is a press (half-press) of the first

stage of the shutter button of the operation unit 38, the
color imaging element 1 starts AF operation and AE op-
eration and controls the focus lens in the imaging optical
system 12 to come to the focal position through the lens
drive unit 36. An AE detection unit 44 imports the image
data output from the A/D converter 20 when the shutter
button is half-pressed.
[0091] The AE detection unit 44 integrates the G sig-
nals of the entire screen or integrates the G signals by
applying different weights to the screen center and the
surrounding. The AE detection unit 44 outputs the inte-
grated value to the CPU 40. The CPU 40 calculates the
brightness (imaging EV value) of the object based on the
integrated value input from the AE detection unit 44 and
determines the aperture value of the aperture 14 and the
electronic shutter (shutter speed) of the color imaging
element 1 based on the imaging EV value according to
a program diagram.
[0092] In the program diagram, imaging (exposure)
conditions including combinations of the aperture values
of aperture and the shutter speed or combinations of
these and the imaging sensitivity (ISO sensitivity) are de-
signed according to the brightness of the object, and an
image can be taken by the imaging conditions deter-
mined according to the program diagram to take an image
with appropriate brightness, regardless of the brightness
of the object.
[0093] The CPU 40 controls the aperture 14 through
the aperture drive unit 34 based on the aperture value
determined according to the program diagram and con-
trols the electric charge accumulation time in the color
imaging element 1 through the device control unit 32
based on the determined shutter speed.
[0094] An AF processing unit 42 is a portion that exe-
cutes contrast AF processing or phase AF processing.
In the phase difference AF processing, for example, the
phase difference of the image data in the focus detection
area of the plurality of parallax image data generated in
certain blocks is detected, and the amount of defocus is
obtained based on information indicating the phase dif-
ference. The AF control is performed by controlling the
focus lens in the imaging optical system 12 so that the
amount of defocus becomes 0. In the contrast AF
processing, high frequency components of the image da-
ta in the focus detection area of the image data are ex-
tracted, and the high frequency components are integrat-
ed to calculate an AF evaluation value indicating the fo-
cus state. The AF control is performed by controlling the
focus lens in the imaging optical system 12 to maximize
the AF evaluation value.
[0095] When there is a press (full-press) of the second
stage of the shutter button after the AE operation and the
AF operation are finished, the image data output from
the A/D converter 20 in response to the press is input
from the image input controller 22 to a memory (SDRAM)
48 and is temporarily stored.
[0096] The digital signal processing unit 24 appropri-
ately reads the image data temporarily stored in the mem-
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ory 48. Predetermined image processing is applied to
the image data, including a demosaicing process (proc-
ess of converting color signals to a synchronous system
by interpolating spatial deviation of the color signals as-
sociated with the array of the primary color filters) and a
YC process (generation process of luminance data and
color difference data of image data). The YC-processed
image data (YC data) is stored again in the memory 48.
[0097] In the 2D imaging mode, assuming that the pix-
els of the blocks are A, B, C, and D as shown in Figure
2, the digital signal processing unit 24 adds four image
data of A, B, C, and D for each block to generate image
data of one pixel.
[0098] In the 3D imaging mode, the digital signal
processing unit 24 generates four image data of A, B, C,
and D. When the imaging apparatus 10 is horizontally
set to take an image, the digital signal processing unit 24
adds the image data of A and C to generate a left eye
display image (left parallax image) and adds the image
data of B and D to generate a right eye display image
(right parallax image) as shown in Figure 5. On the other
hand, when the imaging apparatus 10 is vertically set to
take an image, the digital signal processing unit 24 adds
the image data of A and B to generate a left eye display
image (left parallax image) and adds the image data of
C and D to generate a right eye display image (right par-
allax image). The imaging apparatus 10 includes a sen-
sor that detects the posture (vertical and horizontal) of
the imaging apparatus 10, and the addition of the pixels
is selectively performed based on the posture of the im-
aging apparatus 10 in the 3D imaging. In this way, a three-
dimensional image can be taken regardless of the pos-
ture of the imaging apparatus 10. When the imaging ap-
paratus 10 is vertically set to take an image, the digital
signal processing unit 24 may add the image data of A
and B to generate a right eye display image (right parallax
image) and may add the image data of C and D to gen-
erate a left eye display image (left parallax image). The
array of the photodiodes of the color imaging element 1
is in a square grid shape, and the image data can be
easily added in the generation of the parallax images.
Therefore, the noise of the parallax images can be re-
duced.
[0099] Subsequently, the digital signal processing unit
24 applies predetermined signal processing including the
demosaicing process and the YC process to the image
data. The YC-processed YC data is stored again in the
memory 48.
[0100] The generated YC data of one image stored in
the memory 48 is output to a compression expansion
processing unit 26, and predetermined compression
processing, such as JPEG (joint photographic experts
group) is applied here. The YC data is recorded in a mem-
ory card 54 through a media controller 52. The YC data
of two images (left and right viewpoint images) generated
in the 3D imaging mode and stored in the memory 48 is
output to the compression expansion processing unit 26,
and compression processing, such as JPEG (joint pho-

tographic experts group), is applied here. A multi-picture
file (MP file: file in a format of connecting a plurality of
images) is further generated, and the MP file is recorded
in the memory card 54 through the media controller 52.
[0101] Although the left and right two parallax images
are generated as shown in Figure 5 in the 3D imaging
mode, the arrangement is not limited to this. The vertical
and horizontal four parallax images may be recorded,
and the images may be added as shown in Figure 5 to
output parallax images in the 3D replay.

<First Modified Example of First Embodiment>

[0102] In a first modified example of the first embodi-
ment, the number of pixels of the unit block is different
from the first embodiment.
[0103] Since the color filter array according to the first
modified example of the first embodiment is the same as
the color filter array of the first embodiment, a color im-
aging element 1-1 according to the first modified example
of the first embodiment has the features (1), (2), (3), (4),
(5), and (6) as in the first embodiment. Although the first
modified example of the first embodiment will be de-
scribed below, the same portions as in the first embodi-
ment will not be described, and only portions different
from the first embodiment will be described.

[Imaging Device]

[0104] As shown in Figure 6, the color imaging element
1-1 is an imaging device, such as a CCD and a COMS,
and includes: a plurality of pixels (not shown) with pho-
toelectric conversion elements arranged in the horizontal
direction and the vertical direction (two-dimensional ar-
rangement); and color filters of the color filter array shown
in Figure 6 arranged on the light receiving surfaces of
the pixels. One of the color filters of three primary colors
of red (R), green (G), and blue (B) is arranged on each
pixel.
[0105] As shown in Figure 6, color filters of the same
color are arranged for nine vertical and horizontal pho-
toelectric conversion elements. As shown in Figure 7,
one microlens L-1 is arranged for the nine photoelectric
conversion elements provided with the color filters of the
same color. The microlens L-1 collects the light flux on
the light receiving surfaces of the nine photoelectric con-
version elements, and light with the light flux limited in
nine vertical and horizontal directions (pupil-divided light)
is incident on the nine photoelectric conversion elements.
More specifically, the color imaging element 1-1 can ac-
quire image data from nine viewpoints. Assuming that
the pixels of the blocks are A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I
as shown in Figure 7, the pixel E at the center is a pixel
that receives the light flux from the front side of an imaging
apparatus 10-1 (not shown), and A, B, C, D, F, G, H, and
I receive the light flux from other than the front side of
the imaging apparatus 10-1.
[0106] According to the color imaging element 1-1, a
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2D image and a 3D image can be generated based on
output signals output from the nine photoelectric conver-
sion elements that receive the light which is pupil-divided
by the microlens L.

[Imaging Apparatus]

[0107] In the 2D imaging mode, a digital signal
processing unit 24-1 (not shown) uses only the image
data of the E pixel of each block to generate image data
of one pixel. Nine image data of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,
and I may be added for each block to generate image
data of one pixel.
[0108] In the 3D imaging mode, the digital signal
processing unit 24-1 generates nine image data of A, B,
C, D, E, F, G, H, and I. When the imaging apparatus 10-1
(not shown) is horizontally set to take an image, the digital
signal processing unit 24-1 adds the image data of A, D,
and G to generate a left eye display image (left parallax
image) and adds the image data of C, F, and I to generate
a right eye display image (right parallax image). On the
other hand, when the imaging apparatus 10-1 is vertically
set to take an image, the digital signal processing unit
24-1 adds the image data of A, B, and C to generate a
left eye display image (left parallax image) and adds the
image data of G, H, and I to generate a right eye display
image (right parallax image). When the imaging appara-
tus 10-1 is vertically set to take an image, the digital signal
processing unit 24-1 may add the image data of A, B,
and C to generate a right eye display image (right parallax
image) and may add the image data of G, H, and I to
generate a left eye display image (left parallax image).
[0109] The number of pixels of the unit block is not
limited to four or nine, and various modes can be used.

<Second Modified Example of First Embodiment>

[0110] In a second modified example of the first em-
bodiment, the alignment of the photodiodes is different
from the first embodiment.
[0111] Since the color filter array according to the first
modified example of the first embodiment is the same as
the color filter array of the first embodiment, a color im-
aging element 1-2 according to the second modified ex-
ample of the first embodiment has the features (1), (2),
(3), (4), (5), and (6) as in the first embodiment. Although
the second modified example of the first embodiment will
be described below, the same portions as in the first em-
bodiment will not be described, and only portions different
from the first embodiment will be described.

[Imaging Device]

[0112] As shown in Figure 8, the color imaging element
1-2 includes a plurality of photoelectric conversion ele-
ments arranged in a diagonal grid shape. More specifi-
cally, the centers of adjacent photoelectric conversion
elements are shifted at a 1/2 pixel pitch in the horizontal

direction and the vertical direction. In this way, the color
imaging element 1-2 corresponds to the color imaging
element 1 of Figure 1 rotated by 45°.
[0113] As shown in Figure 8, the color imaging element
1-2 is provided with color filters of the same color for four
photoelectric conversion elements adjacent in upper
right and lower right directions. As shown in Figure 9,
one microlens L is arranged for the four photoelectric
conversion elements provided with the color filters of the
same color. In the present embodiment, the color filters
of the same color arranged for the four photoelectric con-
version elements will be described as a unit block.
[0114] The microlens L-2 collects the light flux on the
light receiving surfaces of the four photoelectric conver-
sion elements, and light with the light flux limited in four
vertical and horizontal directions (pupil-divided light) is
incident on the four photoelectric conversion elements.
More specifically, the color imaging element 1-2 can ac-
quire image data from four viewpoints.
[0115] According to the color imaging element 1-2, a
2D image and a 3D image can be generated based on
output signals output from the four photoelectric conver-
sion elements that receive the light which is pupil-divided
by the microlens L. A generation method of the 2D image
and the 3D image will be described later.

[Features of Color Filter Array]

{Feature (1)}

[0116] The color filter array shown in Figure 8 includes
a basic array pattern P1-2 (pattern indicated by a thick
frame) formed by a diagonal grid array pattern corre-
sponding to 636 blocks, and the basic array pattern P1-2
is repeatedly arranged in a diagonal grid shape.

{Feature (2)}

[0117] Although the color filter array shown in Figure
8 corresponds to the color filter array of the first embod-
iment shown in Figure 1 rotated by 45°, the color filter
array shown in Figure 8 includes G filters arranged in
each line in the horizontal, vertical, and oblique (NE, NW)
directions of the color filter array as in the color filter array
of the first embodiment.

{Feature (3)}

[0118] In the basic array pattern P1-2 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 8, the numbers of pixels of the R
pixels, the G pixels, and the B pixels corresponding to
the R, G, and B filters in the basic array pattern P1-2 are
32 pixels (4 pixels 3 8 blocks), 80 pixels (4 pixels 3 20
blocks), and 32 pixels (4 pixels 3 8 blocks), respectively.
Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of pixels of the RGB
pixels is 2:5:2, and the proportion of the number of G
pixels that most contribute to obtaining the luminance
signals is greater than the proportions of the numbers of
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R and B pixels of other colors.
[0119] The proportion of the number of G pixels and
the proportions of the numbers of R and B pixels are
different, and particularly, the proportion of the number
of G pixels that most contribute to obtaining the lumi-
nance signals is greater than the proportions of the num-
bers of R and B pixels, as described above. Therefore,
aliasing in the demosaicing process can be suppressed,
and high frequency reproducibility can be improved.

{Feature (4)}

[0120] In the color filter array of the first embodiment
shown in Figure 1, one or more R and B filters are ar-
ranged in each line in the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions of the color filter array in the basic array pattern P1.
However, since the color filter array according to the sec-
ond modified example of the first embodiment corre-
sponds to the color filter array of the first embodiment
rotated by 45° as shown in Figure 8, one or more R and
B filters are arranged in each line in the oblique (NE, NW)
directions of the color filter array in the basic array pattern
P1-2.

{Feature (5)}

[0121] The A and B arrays are alternately arranged in
the diagonal grid shape, and the G filters at four corners
of the A and B arrays form G filters of a diagonal grid
array corresponding to 232 pixels (array in an arrow
shape with vertically and horizontally adjacent four pix-
els).
[0122] This is because the G filters as luminance pixels
are arranged at the four corners and the center in 333
blocks in the A and B arrays, and the 333 pixels are
arranged in the diagonal grid shape to form the G filters
in the diagonal grid array corresponding to 232 pixels.

{Feature (6)}

[0123] The basic array pattern P1-2 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 8 is point-symmetric. More specif-
ically, the basic array pattern PI-2 is point-symmetric with
respect to the center of the basic array pattern P1-2. The
A and B arrays in the basic array pattern PI-2 are also
point-symmetric with respect to the G filter at the center.
Furthermore, the A and B arrays in the basic array pattern
P1-2 are line symmetric with respect to the line in the NE
or NW direction through the centers of the A and B arrays.
[0124] The symmetry can reduce and simplify the cir-
cuit size of a processing circuit in a later stage.
[0125] In this way, the color imaging element 1-2 ac-
cording to the second modified example of the first em-
bodiment corresponds to the color imaging element of
the first embodiment rotated by 45°. Therefore, the re-
producible band in the horizontal and vertical directions
is √2 times that of the color imaging element 1 arranged
in the square grid shape. The characteristics match with

the frequency characteristics of human vision that are
higher in the horizontal and vertical directions than in the
oblique directions, and this structure is visually advanta-
geous.

[Imaging Apparatus]

[0126] In the 2D imaging mode, a digital signal
processing unit 24-2 (not shown) adds four image data
of A, B, C, and D for each block to generate image data
of one pixel.
[0127] In the 3D imaging mode, the digital signal
processing unit 24-2 generates four image data of A, B,
C, and D. When an imaging apparatus 10-2 (not shown)
is horizontally set to take an image, the digital signal
processing unit 24-2 generates a left eye display image
(left parallax image) from the image data of B and gen-
erates a right eye display image (right parallax image)
from the image data of C. On the other hand, when the
imaging apparatus 10 is vertically set to take an image,
the digital signal processing unit 24-2 generates a left
eye display image (left parallax image) from the image
data of A and generates an observation display image
(right parallax image) from the image data of D. When
the imaging apparatus 10 is vertically set to take an im-
age, the digital signal processing unit 24-2 may generate
a left eye display image (left parallax image) from the
image data of D and may generate a right eye display
image (right parallax image) from the image data of A.
[0128] In the color imaging element 1-2 according to
the second modified example of the first embodiment,
the centers of the adjacent photoelectric conversion el-
ements are shifted at a 1/2 pixel pitch in the horizontal
and vertical directions. Therefore, the parallax in the hor-
izontal direction (interval between A and D) and the par-
allax in the vertical direction (interval between B and D)
of the color imaging element 1-2 are wider than the par-
allax in the horizontal direction (interval between A and
B or between C and D) and the parallax in the vertical
direction (interval between A and C or between B and D)
of the color imaging element 1 of the first embodiment.
Therefore, the parallax of the parallax image is greater,
and a more effective parallax image can be taken.

<Third Modified Example of First Embodiment>

[0129] In a first modified example of the first embodi-
ment, the method of pupil division is different from the
second modified example of the first embodiment. Al-
though the third modified example of the first embodiment
will be described below, the same portions as in the sec-
ond modified example of the first embodiment will not be
described, and only portions different from the second
modified example of the first embodiment will be de-
scribed.
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[Imaging Device]

[0130] In the second modified example of the first em-
bodiment, one microlens L-2 is arranged for the four pho-
toelectric conversion elements provided with the color
filters of the same color as shown in Figure 9. In the third
modified example of the first embodiment, light blocking
members S1 to S4 are arranged on the front surfaces of
the light receiving surfaces of the four photoelectric con-
version elements. As shown in Figure 10, the light block-
ing member S1 that blocks substantially the lower half of
the light flux is arranged on the pixel corresponding to A
of Figure 9 in a color imaging element 1-2’. The light
blocking member S2 that blocks substantially the right
half of the light flux is arranged on the pixel corresponding
to B of Figure 9. The light blocking member S3 that blocks
substantially the left half of the light flux is arranged on
the pixel corresponding to C of Figure 9. The light block-
ing member S4 that blocks substantially the upper half
of the light flux is arranged on the pixel corresponding to
D of Figure 9. In this way, light with the light flux limited
in four vertical and horizontal directions (pupil-divided
light) is incident on the four photoelectric conversion el-
ements provided with the color filters of the same color.
More specifically, the color imaging element 1-2 can ac-
quire image data from four viewpoints.

<Second Embodiment>

[0131] In a single-plate color imaging element accord-
ing to a second embodiment of the present invention,
only the color filter array of the color filters arranged on
the color imaging element is different from the single-
plate color imaging element according to the first embod-
iment. Although the second embodiment will be de-
scribed below, the same portions as in the first embodi-
ment will not be described, and only the color filter array
different from the first embodiment will be described.

[Features of Color Filter Array]

[0132] Figure 11 is a diagram showing the second em-
bodiment of the single-plate color imaging element ac-
cording to the present invention, and Figure 11 particu-
larly illustrates a color filter array of color filters arranged
on a color imaging element 2. The color filter array of the
color imaging element of the second embodiment has
the following features (1), (2), (3), (4), and (6).

{Feature (1)}

[0133] The color filter array of the color imaging ele-
ment 2 includes a basic array pattern P2 (pattern indi-
cated by a thick frame) formed by a square array pattern
corresponding to 434 blocks, and the basic array pattern
P2 is repeatedly arranged in the horizontal and vertical
directions.

{Feature (2)}

[0134] In the color filter array shown in Figure 11, G
filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal, vertical,
and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the color filter array
as in the first embodiment.

{Feature (3)}

[0135] In the basic array pattern P2 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 11, the numbers of pixels of the R
pixels, the G pixels, and the B pixels corresponding to
the R, G, and B filters in the basic array pattern are 16
pixels (4 blocks 3 4 pixels), 32 pixels (8 blocks 3 4 pix-
els), and 16 pixels (4 blocks 3 4 pixels), respectively.
Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of pixels of the RGB
pixels is 1:2:1, and the proportion of the number of G
pixels that most contribute to obtaining the luminance
signals is greater than the proportions of the numbers of
R and B pixels of other colors.

{Feature (4)}

[0136] In the color filter array shown in Figure 11, the
R and B filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal
and vertical directions of the color filter array as in the
first embodiment.

{Feature (6)}

[0137] The basic array pattern P2 shown in Figure 11
is point-symmetric with respect to the center of the basic
array pattern P2.
[0138] The color filter array shown in Figure 11 does
not include a square array corresponding to 232 blocks
of G filters. (Therefore, feature (5) is not satisfied. The
same applies hereinafter.) However, the color filter array
shown in Figure 11 includes G filters adjacent in the hor-
izontal direction and G filters adjacent in the oblique (NE,
NW) directions. Since the G filters exist across the R
filters or the B filters in the vertical direction, the pixel
values of the G pixels corresponding to the G filters can
be used to determine the correlation in the vertical direc-
tion.

<Third Embodiment>

[0139] In a single-plate color imaging element accord-
ing to a third embodiment of the present invention, only
the color filter array of the color filters arranged on the
color imaging element is different from the single-plate
color imaging element according to the first embodiment.
Although the third embodiment will be described below,
the same portions as in the first embodiment will not be
described, and only the color filter array different from
the first embodiment will be described.
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[Features of Color Filter Array]

[0140] Figure 12 is a diagram showing the third em-
bodiment of the single-plate color imaging element ac-
cording to the present invention, and Figure 12 particu-
larly illustrates a color filter array of color filters arranged
on a color imaging element 3. The color filter array of the
color imaging element of the third embodiment has the
following features (1), (2), (3) and (4).

{Feature (1)}

[0141] The color filter array of the color imaging ele-
ment 3 includes a basic array pattern P3 (pattern indi-
cated by a thick frame) formed by a square array pattern
corresponding to 535 blocks, and the basic array pattern
P3 is repeatedly arranged in the horizontal and vertical
directions.

{Feature (2)}

[0142] In the color filter array shown in Figure 12, G
filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal, vertical,
and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the color filter array
as in the first embodiment.

{Feature (3)}

[0143] In the basic array pattern P3 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 12, the numbers of pixels of the R
pixels, the G pixels, and the B pixels corresponding to
the R, G, and B filters in the basic array pattern P3 are
28 pixels (7 blocks 3 4 pixels), 44 pixels (11 blocks 3 4
pixels), and 28 pixels (7 blocks 3 4 pixels), respectively.
Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of pixels of the RGB
pixels is 7:11:7, and the proportion of the number of G
pixels that most contribute to obtaining the luminance
signals is greater than the proportions of the numbers of
R and B pixels of other colors.

{Feature (4)}

[0144] In the color filter array shown in Figure 12, the
R and B filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal
and vertical directions of the color filter array as in the
first embodiment.
[0145] The color filter array shown in Figure 12 does
not include a square array corresponding to 232 blocks
of G filters. The basic array pattern P3 is not point-sym-
metric. (Therefore, feature (6) is not satisfied. The same
applies hereinafter.)

<Fourth Embodiment>

[0146] In a single-plate color imaging element accord-
ing to a fourth embodiment of the present invention, only
the color filter array of the color filters arranged on the
color imaging element is different from the single-plate

color imaging element according to the first embodiment.
Although the fourth embodiment will be described below,
the same portions as in the first embodiment will not be
described, and only the color filter array different from
the first embodiment will be described.

[Features of Color Filter Array]

[0147] Figure 13 is a diagram showing the fourth em-
bodiment of the single-plate color imaging element ac-
cording to the present invention, and Figure 13 particu-
larly illustrates a color filter array of color filters arranged
on a color imaging element 4. The color filter array of the
color imaging element of the fourth embodiment has the
following features (1), (2), (3) and (4).

{Feature (1)}

[0148] The color filter array of the color imaging ele-
ment 4 includes a basic array pattern P4 (pattern indi-
cated by a thick frame) formed by a square array pattern
corresponding to 535 blocks as in the third embodiment,
and the basic array pattern P4 is repeatedly arranged in
the horizontal and vertical directions.

{Feature (2)}

[0149] In the color filter array shown in Figure 13, G
filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal, vertical,
and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the color filter array
as in the first embodiment.

{Feature (3)}

[0150] In the basic array pattern P4 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 13, the numbers of pixels of the R
pixels, the G pixels, and the B pixels corresponding to
the R, G, and B filters in the basic array pattern P4 are
24 pixels (6 blocks 3 4 pixels), 52 pixels (13 blocks 3 4
pixels), and 24 pixels (6 blocks 3 4 pixels), respectively.
Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of pixels of the RGB
pixels is 6:13:6, and the proportion of the number of G
pixels that most contribute to obtaining the luminance
signals is greater than the proportions of the numbers of
R and B pixels of other colors.

{Feature (4)}

[0151] In the color filter array shown in Figure 13, the
R and B filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal
and vertical directions of the color filter array.
[0152] Although the color filter array shown in Figure
13 does not include a square array corresponding to 232
pixels of G filters, the color filter array includes a set of
four blocks with G filters adjacent to each other. The cor-
relation in the horizontal, vertical, and oblique (NE, NW)
directions can be determined at minimum pixel intervals
based on the pixel values of the four blocks. The basic
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array pattern P4 is not point-symmetric.

<Fifth Embodiment>

[0153] In a single-plate color imaging element accord-
ing to a fifth embodiment of the present invention, only
the color filter array of the color filters arranged on the
color imaging element is different from the single-plate
color imaging element according to the first embodiment.
Although the fifth embodiment will be described below,
the same portions as in the first embodiment will not be
described, and only the color filter array different from
the first embodiment will be described.

[Features of Color Filter Array]

[0154] Figure 14 is a diagram showing the fifth embod-
iment of the single-plate color imaging element according
to the present invention, and Figure 14 particularly illus-
trates a color filter array of color filters arranged on a
color imaging element 5. The color filter array of the color
imaging element of the fifth embodiment has the following
features (1), (2), (3) and (4).

{Feature (1)}

[0155] The color filter array of the color imaging ele-
ment 5 includes a basic array pattern P5 (pattern indi-
cated by a thick frame) formed by a square array pattern
corresponding to 535 blocks as in the third embodiment,
and the basic array pattern P5 is repeatedly arranged in
the horizontal and vertical directions.

{Feature (2)}

[0156] In the color filter array shown in Figure 14, G
filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal, vertical,
and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the color filter array.

{Feature (3)}

[0157] In the basic array pattern P5 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 14, the numbers of pixels of the R
pixels, the G pixels, and the B pixels corresponding to
the R, G, and B filters in the basic array pattern P5 are
32 pixels (8 blocks 3 4 pixels), 36 pixels (9 blocks 3 4
pixels), and 32 pixels (8 blocks 3 4 pixels), respectively.
Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of pixels of the RGB
pixels is 8:9:8, and the proportion of the number of G
pixels that most contribute to obtaining the luminance
signals is greater than the proportions of the numbers of
R and B pixels of other colors.

{Feature (4)}

[0158] In the color filter array shown in Figure 14, the
R and B filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal
and vertical directions of the color filter array.

[0159] In the color filter array shown in Figure 14, the
R and B filters are further arranged in each line in the
oblique directions (NE, NW) of the color filter array.
[0160] Therefore, the color filter array includes all R,
G, and B filters arranged in each line in the horizontal,
vertical, and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the color filter
array. As a result, the color reproducibility in the oblique
directions can be further improved, and this is a feature
not included in the color filter array of the color imaging
element of the first embodiment.
[0161] The color filter array shown in Figure 14 does
not include a square array corresponding to 232 blocks
of G filters. The basic array pattern P5 is not point-sym-
metric.

<Sixth Embodiment>

[0162] In a single-plate color imaging element accord-
ing to a sixth embodiment of the present invention, only
the color filter array of the color filters arranged on the
color imaging element is different from the single-plate
color imaging element according to the first embodiment.
Although the sixth embodiment will be described below,
the same portions as in the first embodiment will not be
described, and only the color filter array different from
the first embodiment will be described.

[Features of Color Filter Array]

[0163] Figure 15 is a diagram showing the sixth em-
bodiment of the single-plate color imaging element ac-
cording to the present invention, and Figure 15 particu-
larly illustrates a color filter array of color filters arranged
on a color imaging element 6. The color filter array of the
color imaging element of the sixth embodiment has the
following features (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6).

{Feature (1)}

[0164] The color filter array of the color imaging ele-
ment 6 includes a basic array pattern P6 (pattern indi-
cated by a thick frame) formed by a square array pattern
corresponding to 7x7 blocks, and the basic array pattern
P6 is repeatedly arranged in the horizontal and vertical
directions.

{Feature (2)}

[0165] In the color filter array shown in Figure 15, G
filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal, vertical,
and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the color filter array
as in the first embodiment.

{Feature (3)}

[0166] In the basic array pattern P6 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 15, the numbers of pixels of the R
pixels, the G pixels, and the B pixels corresponding to
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the R, G, and B filters in the basic array pattern P6 are
48 pixels (12 blocks 3 4 pixels), 100 pixels (25 blocks 3
4 pixels), and 48 pixels (12 blocks 3 4 pixels), respec-
tively. Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of pixels of the
RGB pixels is 12:25:12, and the proportion of the number
of G pixels that most contribute to obtaining the lumi-
nance signals is greater than the proportions of the num-
bers of R and B pixels of other colors.

{Feature (4)}

[0167] In the color filter array shown in Figure 15, the
R and B filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal
and vertical directions of the color filter array.

{Feature (5)}

[0168] The color filter array shown in Figure 15 in-
cludes a square array corresponding to 232 blocks of G
filters.

{Feature (6)}

[0169] The basic array pattern P6 shown in Figure 15
is point-symmetric with respect to the center of the basic
array pattern P6.

<Seventh Embodiment>

[0170] In a single-plate color imaging element accord-
ing to a seventh embodiment of the present invention,
only the color filter array of the color filters arranged on
the color imaging element is different from the single-
plate color imaging element according to the first embod-
iment. Although the seventh embodiment will be de-
scribed below, the same portions as in the first embodi-
ment will not be described, and only the color filter array
different from the first embodiment will be described.

[Features of Color Filter Array]

[0171] Figure 16 is a diagram showing the seventh em-
bodiment of the single-plate color imaging element ac-
cording to the present invention, and Figure 16 particu-
larly illustrates a color filter array of color filters arranged
on a color imaging element 7. The color filter array of the
color imaging element of the seventh embodiment has
the following features (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6).

{Feature (1)}

[0172] The color filter array of the color imaging ele-
ment 7 includes a basic array pattern P7 (pattern indi-
cated by a thick frame) formed by a square array pattern
corresponding to 838 blocks, and the basic array pattern
P7 is repeatedly arranged in the horizontal and vertical
directions.
[0173] When the basic array pattern is divided into four

sets of 434 blocks, the diagonal arrays of 434 pixels are
the same, and the positional relationship between the R
and B filters is opposite in the arrays of 434 blocks ad-
jacent in the horizontal or vertical direction. The rest of
the arrangement is the same.

{Feature (2)}

[0174] In the color filter array shown in Figure 16, G
filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal, vertical,
and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the color filter array,
as in the first embodiment.

{Feature (3)}

[0175] In the basic array pattern P7 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 16, the numbers of pixels of the R
pixels, the G pixels, and the B pixels corresponding to
the R, G, and B filters in the basic array pattern P7 are
64 pixels (16 blocks 3 4 pixels), 128 pixels (32 blocks 3
4 pixels), and 64 pixels (16 blocks 3 4 pixels), respec-
tively. Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of pixels of the
RGB pixels is 1:2:1, and the proportion of the number of
G pixels that most contribute to obtaining the luminance
signals is greater than the proportions of the numbers of
R and B pixels of other colors.

{Feature (4)}

[0176] In the color filter array shown in Figure 16, the
R and B filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal
and vertical directions of the color filter array.

{Feature (5)}

[0177] The color filter array shown in Figure 16 in-
cludes a square array corresponding to 232 blocks of G
filters.

{Feature (6)}

[0178] The basic array pattern P7 shown in Figure 16
is point-symmetric with respect to the center of the basic
array pattern P7.

<Eighth Embodiment>

[0179] The color filter arrays of the color imaging ele-
ment of the first to seventh embodiments are color filter
arrays of color filters of three primary colors of RGB. The
color filter array of the color imaging element of the eighth
embodiment is different in that the array is a color filter
array of four color filters including E filters) of emerald
(E) in addition to the RGB filters.
[0180] Although a single-plate color imaging element
8 according to an eighth embodiment will be described
below, the same portions as in the first to seventh em-
bodiments will not be described, and only the difference
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from the first to seventh embodiments will be described.

[Features of Color Filter Array]

[0181] Figure 17 is a diagram showing the eighth em-
bodiment of the single-plate color imaging element ac-
cording to the present invention, and Figure 17 particu-
larly illustrates a color filter array of color filters arranged
on the color imaging element 8. The color filter array of
the color imaging element of the eighth embodiment has
the following features (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6).

{Feature (1)}

[0182] The color filter array of the color imaging ele-
ment 8 includes a basic array pattern P8 (pattern indi-
cated by a thick frame) formed by a square array pattern
corresponding to 838 blocks as in the seventh embodi-
ment, and the basic array pattern P8 is repeatedly ar-
ranged in the horizontal and vertical directions.

{Feature (2)}

[0183] In the color filter array shown in Figure 17, G
filters are arranged in each line in the horizontal, vertical,
and oblique (NE, NW) directions of the color filter array.

{Feature (3)}

[0184] In the basic array pattern P8 of the color filter
array shown in Figure 17, the numbers of pixels of the R
pixels, the G pixels, the B pixels, and the E pixels corre-
sponding to the R, G, B, and E filters in the basic array
pattern P8 are 64 pixels (16 blocks 3 4 pixels), 96 pixels
(24 blocks 3 4 pixels), 64 pixels (16 blocks 3 4 pixels),
and 32 pixels (8 blocks 3 4 pixels), respectively.
[0185] Therefore, the ratio of the numbers of pixels of
the RGBE pixels is 2:3:2:1, and the proportion of the
number of G pixels that most contribute to obtaining the
luminance signals is greater than the proportions of the
numbers of R, B, and E pixels of other colors.

{Feature (4)}

[0186] In the color filter array shown in Figure 17, the
R, B, and E filters are arranged in each line in the hori-
zontal and vertical directions of the color filter array.

{Feature (5)}

[0187] The color filter array shown in Figure 17 in-
cludes a square array corresponding to 232 blocks of G
filters.

{Feature (6)}

[0188] The basic array pattern P8 is point-symmetric
with respect to the center of the basic array pattern P8.

[0189] Although the examples of the basic array pat-
terns of 535 blocks to 838 blocks have been described
in the embodiments, the number of unit blocks forming
the basic array pattern is not limited to these. However,
assuming that the basic array pattern is formed by N3N
unit blocks, it is desirable that N is equal to or smaller
than 10 in consideration of the ease of image processing,
such as a demosaicing process and a thinning-out proc-
ess in video imaging. It is further desirable that N is 4 or
more and 8 or less in consideration of the ease of the
arrangement of the color filters. This is because if N is
smaller than 4, conditions of the color filter array accord-
ing to the present invention are not satisfied. If N exceeds
8, signal processing such as demosaicing becomes com-
plicated, and an advantageous effect cannot be particu-
larly obtained by increasing the size of the basic array
pattern. It is most desirable that N is 6 as shown in the
first embodiment.

[Modified Example]

[0190] Although the example of adopting green (G) as
a first color and adopting red (R) and blue (B) as second
colors has been described in the embodiments, the
colors that can be used in the color filters are not limited
to these colors, and color filters corresponding to colors
satisfying the following conditions can also be used.

<Conditions of First Filter (First Color)>

[0191] Although the example that the G filters of G color
serve as the first filters in the first color of the present
invention has been described in the embodiments, filters
satisfying one of the following conditions (1) to (4) may
be used in place of the G filters or in place of part of the
G filters.

{Condition (1)}

[0192] The condition (1) is that the contribution ratio
for obtaining the luminance signals is equal to or greater
than 50%. The contribution ratio 50% is a value that is
set to make a distinction between the first color (such as
G color) and the second color (such as R and B colors)
of the present invention and is a value that is set so that
a color with the contribution ratio for obtaining the lumi-
nance data higher than that of the R color, B color, and
the like is included in the "first color".
[0193] A color with the contribution ratio lower than
50% is a second color (such as R and B colors) of the
present invention, and a filter in this color is the second
filter of the present invention.

{Condition (2)}

[0194] The condition (2) is that the peak of the trans-
mittance of the filter is in a range of wavelength 480 nm
or more and 570 nm or less. A value measured by, for
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example, a spectrophotometer is used as the transmit-
tance of the filter. The wavelength range is a range that
is set to make a distinction between the first color (such
as G color) and the second color (such as R and B colors)
of the present invention and is a range that is set so that
the peak of the R color, the B color, or the like with a
relatively low contribution ratio is not included and the
peak of the G color or the like with a relatively high con-
tribution ratio is included. Therefore, a filter with the peak
of the transmittance in the range of wavelength 480 nm
or more and 570 or less can be used as a first filter. A
filter with the peak of the transmittance out of the range
of wavelength 480 nm or more and 570 or less is a second
filter (R filter, B filter) of the present invention.

{Condition (3)}

[0195] The condition (3) is that the transmittance in a
range of wavelength 500 nm or more and 560 or less is
higher than the transmittance of the second filter (R filter
or B filter). A value measured by, for example, a spec-
trophotometer is also used as the transmittance of the
filter in the condition (3). The wavelength range of the
condition (3) is also a range that is set to make a distinc-
tion between the first color (such as G color) and the
second color (such as R and B colors) of the present
invention and is a range that the transmittance of the filter
in a color with the contribution ratio relatively higher than
the R color, the B color, and the like is higher than the
transmittance of the RB filters and the like. Therefore, a
filter with a relatively high transmittance in the range of
wavelength 500 nm or more and 560 nm or less can be
used as a first filter, and a filter with a relatively low trans-
mittance can be used as a second filter.

{Condition (4)}

[0196] The condition (4) is that filters of two or more
colors including a color that most contributes to the lumi-
nance signals among the three primary colors (for exam-
ple, G color of RGB) and including a color different from
the three primary colors are used as first filters. In this
case, a filter corresponding to a color other than the colors
of the first filters is a second filter.

<A Plurality of Types of First Filters (G Filters)>

[0197] Therefore, the G filters of G color as the first
filters are not limited to one type, and for example, a plu-
rality of types of G filters (G1 filters, G2 filters) can be
used as the first filters. More specifically, the G filters of
the color filters (basic array pattern) according to the em-
bodiments may be appropriately replaced by the G1 fil-
ters or the G2 filters. The G1 filters transmit G light of a
first wavelength band, and the G2 filters transmit G light
of a second wavelength band highly correlated with the
G1 filters (see Figure 18).
[0198] Existing G filters (for example, the G filters of

the first embodiment) can be used as the G1 filters. Filters
highly correlated with the G1 filters can be used as the
G2 filters. In this case, it is desirable that the peak value
of the spectral sensitivity curve of the light receiving el-
ements provided with the G2 filters is, for example, in a
range of wavelength 500 nm to 535 nm (near the peak
value of the spectral sensitivity curve of the light receiving
elements provided with the existing G filters). A method
described for example in Japanese Patent Application
Laid-Open No. 2003-284084 is used as a method of de-
termining the color filters of four colors (R, G1, G2, B).
[0199] In this way, the color imaging element acquires
four types of colors in the image, and color information
to be acquired is increased. As a result, colors can be
more accurately expressed compared to when only three
types of colors (RGB) are acquired. More specifically,
visually different colors can be reproduced as different
colors, and visually same colors can be reproduced as
same colors ("color determination" can be improved).
[0200] Since the transmittance of the G1 and G2 filters
is basically the same as the transmittance of the G filters
of the first embodiment, the contribution ratio for obtain-
ing the luminance signals is higher than 50%. Therefore,
the G1 and G2 filters satisfy the condition (1).
[0201] In Figure 18 showing the spectral sensitivity
characteristics of the color filter array (light receiving el-
ements), the peak of the transmittance of the G1 and G2
filters (peak of the sensitivity of the G pixels) is in the
range of wavelength 480 nm or more and 570 nm or less.
The transmittance of the G1 and G2 filters is in the range
of wavelength 500 nm or more and 560 nm or less and
is higher than the transmittance of the RB filters. There-
fore, the G1 and G2 filters also satisfy the conditions (2)
and (3).
[0202] The arrangement and the number of G1 and G2
filters may be appropriately changed. The types of the G
filters may be increased to three or more types.

<Transparent Filters (W Filters)>

[0203] Although the embodiments mainly illustrate
color filters made of color filters corresponding to RGB
colors, part of the color filters may be transparent filters
W (white pixels). Particularly, it is preferable to arrange
the transparent filters W in place of part of the first filters
(G filters). The replacement of part of the G pixels with
the while pixels can suppress the degradation in the color
reproducibility even if the pixel size is miniaturized.
[0204] The transparent filters W are filters of a trans-
parent color (first color). The transparent filters W are
filters that can transmit light corresponding to a wave-
length band of visible light, and for example, whose trans-
mittance of light of the RGB colors is 50% or more. Since
the transmittance of the transparent filters W is higher
than that of the G filters, the contribution ratio for obtaining
the luminance signals is also higher than that of the G
color (60%), and the condition (1) is satisfied.
[0205] In Figure 19 showing the spectral sensitivity
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characteristics of the color filter array (light receiving el-
ements), the peak of the transmittance of the transparent
filters W (peak of the sensitivity of the white pixels) is in
the range of wavelength 480 nm or more and 570 nm or
less. The transmittance of the transparent filters W is
higher than the transmittance of the RB filters in the range
of wavelength 500 nm or more and 560 nm or less. There-
fore, the transparent filters W also satisfy the conditions
(2) and (3). As with the transparent filters W, the G filters
also satisfy the conditions (1) to (3).
[0206] In this way, the transparent filters W satisfy the
conditions (1) to (3), and the transparent filters W can be
used as the first filters of the present invention. In the
color filter array, since part of the G filters corresponding
to the G color that most contributes to the luminance sig-
nals among the three primary colors of RGB are replaced
by the transparent filters W, the condition (4) is also sat-
isfied.

<Emerald Filters (E Filters)>

[0207] Although the embodiments mainly illustrate
color filters made of color filters corresponding to RGB
colors, part of the color filters may be filters of another
color, such as filters E corresponding to an emerald (E)
color (emerald pixels). Particularly, the emerald filters (E
filters) may be arranged in place of part of the first filters
(G filters). In this way, using the color filter array of four
colors with part of the G filters replaced by the E filters
can improve the reproducibility of high frequency com-
ponents of luminance, can reduce the jagginess, and can
improve the resolution.
[0208] In Figure 20 showing the spectral sensitivity
characteristics of the color filter array (light receiving el-
ements), the peak of the transmittance of the emerald
filters E (peak of the sensitivity of the E pixels) is in the
range of wavelength 480 nm or more and 570 nm or less.
The transmittance of the emerald filters E is in the range
of wavelength 500 nm or more and 560 or less and is
higher than the transmittance of the RB filters. Therefore,
the emerald filters E satisfy the conditions (2) and (3). In
the color filter array, since part of the G filters correspond-
ing to the G color that most contributes to the luminance
signals among the three primary colors of RGB are re-
placed by the emerald filters E, the condition (4) is also
satisfied.
[0209] Although the wavelength of the peak of the em-
erald filters E is shorter than that of the G filters in the
spectral characteristics shown in Figure 20, the wave-
length of the peak is longer than that of the G filters (color
looks a little closer to yellow) in some cases. In this way,
the emerald filters E satisfying the conditions of the
present invention can be selected, and for example, the
emerald filters E satisfying the condition (1) can also be
selected.

<Other Types of Color>

[0210] Although the color filter arrays formed by the
color filters of primary colors RGB have been described
in the embodiments, the present invention can also be
applied to, for example, color filter arrays with color filters
of four complementary colors including G in addition to
C (cyan), M (magenta), and Y (yellow) that are comple-
mentary colors of the primary colors RGB. In this case,
color filters satisfying any of the conditions (1) to (4) are
the first filters of the present invention, and the other color
filters are the second filters.
[0211] Although the embodiments are used to describe
the present invention, the technical scope of the present
invention is not limited to the scope described in the em-
bodiments. It is apparent to those skilled in the art that
the embodiments can be changed or improved in various
ways. Furthermore, the present invention is not limited
to the embodiments, and it is obvious that various mod-
ifications can be made without departing from the spirit
of the present invention.

{Reference Signs List}

[0212] 1, 1-1, 1-2, 1-2’, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8: color imaging
elements, 10: imaging apparatus, 12: imaging optical
system, 18: analog signal processing unit, 20: AD con-
verter, 22: image input controller, 24: digital signal
processing unit, 26: compression expansion processing
unit, 28: enco, 30: liquid crystal monitor, 32: device con-
trol unit, 34: drive unit, 36: lens drive unit, 38: operation
unit, 42: AF processing unit, 44: AE detection unit, 48:
memory, 52: controller, 54: memory card, L, L-1, L-2:
microlenses, P, P1-1, P1-2, PIM2’, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6,
P7, P8: basic array patterns, S1, S2, S3, S4: light blocking
members

Claims

1. A single-plate color imaging element including color
filters in a specific color filter array, which includes
first filters corresponding to a first color with one or
more colors and second filters corresponding to a
second color with two or more colors with contribu-
tion ratios for obtaining luminance signals lower than
the first color, on a plurality of pixels formed by pho-
toelectric conversion elements, wherein
color filters of the same color are arranged on a pre-
determined number of vertically and horizontally ad-
jacent photoelectric conversion elements,
the color filter array includes a plurality of unit blocks,
each unit block including the color filters arranged
on the predetermined number of vertically and hor-
izontally adjacent photoelectric conversion ele-
ments, the color filter array includes a basic array
pattern including the unit blocks arranged in a square
grid shape, the basic array pattern is repeatedly ar-
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ranged in a horizontal direction and a vertical direc-
tion,
one or more first filters are arranged in each line in
the horizontal, vertical, upper right, and lower right
directions of the color filter array,
one or more second filters corresponding to each
color of the second color are arranged in each line
in the horizontal and vertical directions of the color
filter array, and
a proportion of the number of pixels of the first color
corresponding to the first filters is greater than a pro-
portion of the number of pixels of each color of the
second color corresponding to the second filters.

2. A single-plate color imaging element including color
filters in a specific color filter array, which includes
first filters corresponding to a first color with one or
more and second filters corresponding to a second
color with two or more colors with contribution ratios
for obtaining luminance signals lower than the first
color, on a plurality of pixels formed by photoelectric
conversion elements arranged in a diagonal grid
shape with centers of adjacent elements shifted at
a 1/2 pixel pitch in a horizontal direction and a vertical
direction, wherein
color filters of the same color are arranged on a pre-
determined number of photoelectric conversion ele-
ments adjacent in upper right and lower right direc-
tions,
the color filter array includes a plurality of unit blocks,
each unit block including the color filters arranged
on the predetermined number of photoelectric con-
version elements adjacent in the upper right and low-
er right directions, the color filter array includes a
basic array pattern including the unit blocks arranged
in a diagonal grid shape, the basic array pattern is
repeatedly arranged in the upper right and lower right
directions,
one or more first filters are arranged in each line in
the horizontal, vertical, upper right, and lower right
directions of the color filter array,
one or more unit blocks provided with the second
filters corresponding to each color of the second
color are arranged in each line in the upper right and
lower right directions of the color filter array, and
a proportion of the number of pixels of the first color
corresponding to the first filters is greater than a pro-
portion of the number of pixels of each color of the
second color corresponding to the second filters.

3. The color imaging element according to claim 1 or
2, wherein
the predetermined number of photoelectric conver-
sion elements include 434 pixels or 939 pixels.

4. The color imaging element according to any one of
claims 1 to 3, wherein
the color filter array in the basic array pattern is point-

symmetric with respect to a center of the basic array
pattern.

5. The color imaging element according to any one of
claims 1 to 4, wherein
the basic array pattern is a unit block of N3N (N:
integer 4 or more and 8 or less).

6. The color imaging element according to claim 5,
wherein
the basic array pattern is a unit block of 636.

7. The color imaging element according to any one of
claims 1 to 6, wherein
in the color filter array, the unit blocks provided with
the first filters are arranged at a center and four cor-
ners in unit blocks of 333.

8. The color imaging element according to any one of
claims 1 to 7, comprising
pupil division means arranged above the photoelec-
tric conversion elements, wherein
light incident on the pupil division means is pupil-
divided and guided to light receiving surfaces of the
predetermined number of photoelectric conversion
elements.

9. The color imaging element according to claim 1,
wherein
the first color is green (G), and the second color is
red (R) and blue (B).

10. The color imaging element according to claim 9,
wherein
the basic array pattern is a square array pattern cor-
responding to a unit block of 636, and
the color filter array includes first arrays and second
arrays alternately arranged in the horizontal direction
and the vertical direction, the first array correspond-
ing to 333 unit blocks, the first array including unit
blocks of G filters arranged at a center and four cor-
ners, the first array including unit blocks of B filters
arranged above and below across the G filter at the
center, the first array including unit blocks of R filters
arranged on the left and right, the second array cor-
responding to 333 unit blocks, the second array in-
cluding unit blocks of G filters arranged at a center
and four corners, the second array including unit
blocks of R filters arranged above and below across
the G filter at the center, the second array including
unit blocks of B filters arranged on the left and right.

11. The color imaging element according to claim 2,
wherein
the first color is green (G), and the second color is
red (R) and blue (B).

12. The color imaging element according to claim 11,
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wherein
the basic array pattern is an array pattern in a diag-
onal grid shape corresponding to a unit block of 636,
and
the color filter array includes first arrays and second
arrays alternately arranged in the upper right and
lower right directions, the first array corresponding
to 333 unit blocks, the first array including unit blocks
of G filters arranged at a center and four corners, the
first array including unit blocks of B filters arranged
on the upper right and lower right across the G filter
at the center, the first array including unit blocks of
R filters arranged on the upper left and lower left, the
second array corresponding to 3x3 unit blocks, the
second array including unit blocks of G filters ar-
ranged at a center and four corners, the second array
including unit blocks of R filters on the upper right
and lower right across the G filter at the center, the
second array including unit blocks of B filters ar-
ranged on the upper left and lower left.

13. An imaging apparatus comprising the color imaging
element according to any one of claims 1 to 12.
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